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Abstract and Keywords

Poe’s influence on modern horror fiction has been more
horror largely appears in the need for writers and direct
their work with a literary legacy. Filmmakers have used
horror films of the 1930s and continuing through Roger
Poe’s work with American International Pictures in the s
celebrated writers such as Lovecraft and Bradbury, have
exhibits little relationship to it. These popular culture for
by Poe in the horror tradition even when adaptations of
borrow.

Keywords: Poe, horror-weird fiction, Arthur Machen, Ambrose B
Lugosi, Roger Corman

Stephen King’s 411-page love letter to the horror genre,
Ramsey Campbell, H. P. Lovecraft, The Twilight Zone, a
fifties and sixties. Edgar Allan Poe shows up on exactly tw
“The Tell-Tale Heart” the “best tale of inside evil ever wr
King feels obliged to pay tribute to Poe but shows little, i
a later essay, King elaborates, calling the tale “still grues
as the first real story dealing with sociopathic horror, pr
King’s unstinting praise of an author whose influence ov
Poe’s sway over modern horror fiction has frequently b
that efforts to use Poe in the modern horror tradition—i
legitimize what remains a largely disreputable genre by
stretches farther back than the pulp magazines of the ea

Attempts to locate the roots of twentieth-century horror
the influence of the eighteenth-century Gothic novel, wh
in Mary Shelley, Bram Stoker, and the world of the penn
how social and cultural history in the 1910s and 1920s sh
discussed in this essay, and certainly the first horror film
War, its horrors providing nightmare fuel for generation
unseemly from claiming that they represent Poe’s heirs
symbol of horror and the macabre.3

These points are not meant to suggest that horror writer
of meaning in Poe or else leave him be. As Dennis R. Per

understood as something like John Orr’s concept of Alfr
whose ideas, work, and influence intersect other areas o
understand the world without him or her.”4 But if we ca
of horror,” we learn much about both the modern horro
own texts. Although it may be more accurate to call Poe
father of modern horror, we should not ignore how muc
horror tradition. This is particularly so, given how much

The difficulty of classifying Poe’s tales of psychological a
century.5 A few perceptive contemporaries recognized t
infamously referred to him, a “jingle man.” He also repr
romantic antiromantic who relied on visionary experien
Southern Literary Messenger, for which the deceased had
the breadth of Poe’s ambition in contrast with his pathe
universe, and subverted the theory of a world’s belief an
alone, in the common wards of a Baltimore hospital.”6 T
the universe” through horror as we would understand t
reorganization of the world in works that explore the bo
work Eureka. Moreover, the Messenger’s description of P
troubled artist, in love with death in the way his characte
public display. The macabre iconography of Poe helped
horror tradition.7

Poe’s path toward becoming known as the progenitor o
growth of his own reputation, and it had an intimate link
literary reputation long intertwined with attacks and def
his alcoholism and alleged opium addiction. Some adm
precisely for these supposedly unseemly biographical fa
transgressive behavior made him the epitome of the reb
Reverend Rufus Griswold, likely did Poe a favor in emph
dark legend and unwittingly helping to fashion him into

John L. Hervey, writing in 1933, asserted that “The Rave
public education. However, Hervey did note that Poe’s w
“there was not a breath of plain air in it.” This comment
though this conception does not connect him simply wit
Poe’s morbid interest is best understood against the bac
death and the art of mourning in Poe’s time. Hervey’s co
work should be read in this context of changing funerary
soul after death common in the nineteenth century. The

the Spiritualist movement, inform his poems and prose
modern horror.9

Contemporary readers are well served in considering th
emergence of the concept of genre in its most modern fo
“genre writer.” Although Poe carried the taint of “the ch
comedy, suspense, mystery, and philosophy. Given this
horror tradition of the twentieth century see Poe’s work
could appear in the horror tradition? There are really tw
image as a romantic, transgressive renegade, indeed the
death drive, comports with modern horror’s sense of its
in its own disreputability. Second, though related, Poe’s
nineteenth century when the concept of genre began to
many of Poe’s tales fit most closely with what editors an
“horror fiction” (a term that seems to have first appeare
films that began with Dracula and Frankenstein, both in

When the Munsey magazines began their publication in
concept of genre began to develop, in some sense as the
writing styles. With the appearance of the first issues of
readership began to develop a taste for a wide variety of
everything from tales of romantic love to some of the fir
Rice Burroughs in 1912 and 1913.11

The influence of film has been underrated in the develop
to shape audience perceptions of the nature of a roman
developing the paradigm for the western, the love story
point of rigidity by the 1930s with the appearance of the
the printed page began to shape their expectation in term

A large number of Poe’s readers before pulp magazines
his reputation to the mystery story, both because it held
of the popularity of his detective C. August Dupin. Poe d
Vidocq, one of the earliest police officers to view their w
former criminal who transformed himself into the creat
use of ballistics and plaster of Paris molds for footprints
forces that had previously been used to prevent rowdy p
Vidocq briefly in “Murders in the Rue Morgue,” while m
superior forensic skills. Arthur Conan Doyle depended o
that Doyle described Poe as “the supreme original short
be ascribed the monstrous progeny of writers of detecti

Poe’s creation of the detective tale must be taken into ac
classified as “horror.” Although some of the first stories
as horror classics, they originally appeared as examples
which, in stage performance and in the attention given i
supernatural fiction. This tale, however, joins other fam
as “The Cask of Amontillado,” as sketches in the psycho
“The Cask of Amontillado” works because we are “lured
some sympathy with Montresor, only to give us a dizzyi

The melancholy, and vaguely supernatural, undertones
connecting Poe to horror. This has been particularly true
the t-shirt, poster, and tattoo). However, few of Poe’s co
readers would regard as horror; it was known instead fo
unsatisfied. John Reuben Thompson, in Poe’s obituary i
Messenger, wrote that he could not “convey the impress
impress of chilly fright but what Thompson called the tr
disappointed love, but by the crushing of every hope an

The writer Elizabeth Oakes Smith agreed, noting after th
known everywhere and everyone was saying “Nevermo
had tapped the impulses of modern horror, however. A
described the poem as an example of “despair brooding
February of 1845, had called the Raven itself a simple tro
supernatural harbinger. The poem did not tell a tale of h
grief” (PL: 499).

These macabre readings of the famous poem easily tran
with the corpse and its terrors. Horror impresarios have
twentieth-century tales of terror. The earliest efforts to h
modern horror tradition appears in the “weird fiction” o
magazines. Weird Tales (1923–1954; relaunched in 1973
representation of this tradition. Each issue intermingled
and horror, or more generally classify as speculative fict
to be a devotee of Poe and wanted his magazine to publ
numerous genre pulps. Notably, it is Henneberger’s inte
“didn’t quite fit” elsewhere. He paid tribute to Poe’s insp
one instance placing Poe on the cover holding a raven. T
Morgue.” Appropriately, Poe’s relationship to modern h
effort to insert his work into the horror genre.15

Weird Tales provides some of the explanation not simpl

to weird fiction but because the magazine became the p
(1890–1937). Critics and historians of horror, and his ear
than any twentieth-century writer, has been associated
his work intersecting with Poe provides much of the exp

Lovecraft read Poe very early, age eight if we take him a
expurgated versions of the traditional Gothic so beloved
Susan Lovecraft, seems to have held some interest in th
copy of Richard Burton’s then somewhat scandalous tra
an interest in the myths of Greece and Rome and possib
century, he devoured every issue he could of Munsey Pu
Lovecraft did a prodigious amount of reading and fell un
teens in 1903. This diluted the role of Poe in his work sig
gainsaid. Lovecraft found a narrative style both distinctl
influences as diverse as M. R. James, Arthur Machen, an
admit, the formula of the pulp magazine itself.17

By the late 1910s, these influences grew, though Lovecra
“weird fiction” to Poe. In a frequently quoted letter to Re
Notably, in a contemporary letter to his other major cor
completely when describing his literary influences. He in
Wonder-Book as crucial to his interest in the macabre.18
irrefutable attraction Lovecraft had for Poe’s work and,
created of Poe the writer. Lovecraft maintained a deep a
with his own beloved hometown of Providence. Poe infa
courting Sarah Helen Whitman and, according to legend
frequently intoxicated. Lovecraft remained fascinated w
Athenaeum during one of these visits.19 Lovecraft himse
inspiration and even invited visiting friends along. On on
composing acrostic poems using Poe’s name, perhaps i
Valentine’s Day, 1846 (M 1: 524).20

It’s also likely that Poe influenced Lovecraft’s first effort
juvenile tales did try to imitate Poe thematically in storie
Mysterious Ship,” “The Secret Cave,” and “The Mystery
Detective Story.” Many of these juvenile efforts depend
moved Lovecraft before “weird” or “horror” fiction, so m
(Live Action Roleplaying) in which he and his friends live
agency.21 When Lovecraft began actively writing short fi
convinced the first wave of Lovecraft scholarship that he

for the heavy influence of Poe on Lovecraft at least until
that are also pronounced in Lovecraft’s fiction: archaism
Joshi, however, acknowledges Lovecraft’s debt to Poe o
Providence author began writing what the French novel
such as The Call of Cthulhu (1926), The Shadow over Inn
(1936). Moreover, Joshi concludes that “Lovecraft spent
escape—or, at best, master or refine—the stylistic influe

At the Mountains of Madness has received a significant a
Lovecraft connection because of its alleged similarities t
Like Pym, Lovecraft’s novella involved an expedition to
Lovecraft’s long tale ends with Danforth, one of the arch
crying out, with no explanation provided other than insa
Pym as an unexplained chant. Arguably, the similarities
important, the ideas in At the Mountains of Madness are
Miskatonic University expedition in Mountains discover
Ones and Shoggoths that leads them to death and madn
terror of distant and unknown places, the horror of vast
detailed mythology and history of extraterrestrial mons
concept of the monster has been heavily influenced by L
Poe, on the other hand, never makes use of the concept
fiction. At times, his shades and doubles come close, bu
ability to create horrors or hybridity and often lurid mal
mythology that became increasingly complex, if never fo
the time of his death in 1937, a literary project that simp
Lovecraft have still largely been won in the realm of mas
largely successful efforts to escape the influence of Poe,
linked in popular culture and, by extension, making Poe
horror.

A discussion of literary influences over a figure such as L
historical context shaped both his work and lesser lights
horror. The aftermath of the First World War, “the Great
ground for horror. Seeking the roots of the modern horr
Somme, Ypres, Caporetto, and Gallipoli. A war that took
millions more physically disfigured and mentally broken
exercising a too frequently overlooked influence on Lov
followed the First World War and made a surprising and
first and most enduring short tales, along with the unde
Temple, all take place within the war’s context. Lovecraf

his best known post-1926 work makes allusion to the wa
unease about the human future.23

The modern horror film, beginning with the well-known
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, Nosferatu, The Golem, and Waxw
impetus of the Great War. In Hollywood, the landmark m
imagine without the genius of James Whale. The British
Frankenstein, The Bride of Frankenstein, and The Invisib
the human experience that had been born during his ser
POW from 1917 until the armistice.24

Poe’s dark vision continued to grow in popularity during
the emerging horror tradition’s persistent concerns and
the tradition took.25 An example can be seen in the work
compared to Poe though his stories only reveal a second
Symbolist tradition. Machen had his most productive pe
devote himself more fully to journalism and translation
precipitated a new interest in Machen, beginning with h
it is a thin and jingoistic tale about British soldiers slaugh
received supernatural aid, possibly the ghosts of the lon
but correctly, that his patriotic ghost story contributed to
the British during their first major encounter with the Ge
popularly known as “The Angel of Mons.”26 Machen ben
supernatural horror after the war that took forms as div
cinema, the publication of Weird Tales after 1923 that fe
Chaney Sr., and eventually the monster films that sham
Two tales of Machen, “The White People” and “The Grea
becoming a story Stephen King described as having “ha

Efforts to link Machen to Poe have been mostly unsucce
appears that enjoyment of his work never proceeded to
of Poe as opposed to being influenced by Poe, has often
the image of Poe born in the nineteenth century, the doo
inner life made all the more perilous by the avid use of h
fever dream makes his own personality a useful origin p
nineteenth century’s tendency to worry the line between
making him seem particularly modern in the aftermath

Machen certainly seems to have been intrigued by Poe b
to explore. In a book-length study of Machen, Wesley D
underside of romanticism came to Machen through Poe

didactic. However, by Machen’s time, this notion had be
decadent writers Machen read with pleasure. Otherwise
“subjective” and “psychological” elements not found in
Machen has found in him the fullest expression of the B
influence.29

Ambrose Bierce, whose influence over Lovecraft has be
second most important American writer, behind Poe of
work and Poe’s. Bierce, in fact, summed up much of the
Poe when he described “the ready reckoner’s short cut t
comparison with Edgar Allan Poe.” Going even further i
Bierce asked, “Does one write ‘gruesome stories’? Then

Certainly, some of Bierce’s tales are suggestive of Poe. B
taking a walled-off protagonist, but the themes and the
Amontillado” and “The Black Cat.” In Bierce’s story, a de
horror to come, with no effort to explore the psychologi
madness that appears in the two Poe tales. Although “O
burial, Bierce turns it into an exercise in cynicism rather

Ray Bradbury has probably received more attention tha
genre. The sheer volume of his contribution to horror, fa
attention to his influence and his claims about his influe
reading him alongside Hugo Gernsbach’s Amazing Stori
Poe, even if he has made frequent allusions to the autho
published pieces of poetry and prose). Burton Pollin atte
“a persistent influence and interest,” but he succeeds on

Bradbury’s best-known work, the 1949 Martian Chronic
“Usher II,” which told of an old earth-style mansion bui
Poe’s famous tale. Culling Bradbury’s gigantic corpus fo
examples of Bradbury using him, along with other fame
notes a peculiar 1949 tale, “The Exiles,” in which Poe lea
and Bierce on a rocket flight to escape an Earth where bo
infamous nightmare scenario in Fahrenheit 451). The ta
would become known as the steampunk aesthetic, but P

Poe has appeared in Bradbury’s poetry most prominent
the need for even the greatest and most successful write
his work by linking it to Poe. The poems where Poe appe
century American writers Bradbury wants to hallow, inc

for the occasional reference to well-known poems of Po

Horror anthologies, one of the genre’s most popular for
of horror.” Collections that identify Poe as their inspirat
Straub’s Poe’s Children, while others are of indifferent q
example, in part because the very title of the anthology s
progenitor.33 However, it contains works such as Ramse
which clearly draws its inspiration from Lovecraft. The c

The anthology that strives with the most urgency to forg
might be Michael Connelly’s collection In the Shadow of
tales of suspense and terror, such as contributor Stephe
horror.” This particular collection stands out, however,
with accompanying essays primarily by writers of the m
America,” in fact, assembled, organized, and placed the
echo the influence of Poe’s macabre interests on their w
sisters named Kristy Montee and Kelly Nichols) admits t
Corman adaptations. As a very successful mystery-writi
reading of Poe precisely because the Corman works con
lightweight.” An encounter with Poe’s actual work convi

The case of Thomas Ligotti offers a startling example of
and how critics who admire their work do the same. A cu
Penguin anthologized his tales, Ligotti’s work shows the
different from Poe. Yet the need for Poe as his literary pr
striking enthusiasm on the point.

Noted critic and practitioner of the so-called New Weird
Poe and Kafka are strong influences on Ligotti, even if h
from either. He calls Lovecraft “a self-admitted” influen
subsumed Lovecraft and left his dry husk behind.”36 In f
has remained strongly influenced by Lovecraft’s style, in
despite the heavy evidence for Lovecraft’s influence, Va
discussion of Poe.37 Ligotti himself frequently alludes to
seriously discusses direct influences on his style, it’s clea
(who Ligotti seems far closer to than Kafka), Nabakov, a
tribute to the influence of Lovecraft, seeing the author’s
create a “convincing” fictional world and at his best whe
borrowed the latter tendency and taken it to its logical, o

The importance Ligotti attributes to Poe, even as he feas

again the importance to claim Poe as one’s master. The
century perhaps would have dampened enthusiasm for
especially after critical revisionist work on Lovecraft beg
Lovecraft from the mentor he had claimed. Poe, howeve
screen had more influence than a century of literary crit
horror.

Horror movies, since the end of World War I, have been
audiences the world over. The horror film, though again
years, emerged inextricably bound with new movement
expressionism. These avant-garde movements produce
1928 French silent version of the Fall of the House of Ush
had served up a more conventional murder tale with his
based on “The Tell Tale Heart.” Soon a floodtide of cinem
than his reputation and borrowing his titles. We see in th
century fiction: seeking some sense of legitimacy, they l
examples are instructive in this regard. First came Murd
the year after he donned Dracula’s cape. Adapted by Ro
Twilight Zone during his long career, the film transform
from American horror film of the era, including a mad sc
these tropes remained prominent in the horror films of

In the 1930s, the popularity of Universal Studio’s monst
Directors and screenwriters turned to Poe for morbid in
some sense of a more distinguished provenance. Edgar
and Bela Lugosi in the first of eight on-screen pairings. T
couple find themselves caught up in a supernatural stru
characters have been traumatized by their experience in
of Bahaus architecture with perhaps some influence fro
played an important role in the set design as did the them
The film, however, has nothing to do with Poe’s well-kn
only relationship other than a few scenes in which a blac
architecture of Karloff’s mansion to frighten Lugosi, com
to the deployment of the cat and the desire to use Poe’s

Occasionally, Poe’s work offered more than just a title, i
horror films made in the 1930s, Maniac (1934), did not c
effort to adapt “The Black Cat.” Making use of psychoan
obsessive fixation around cats, though it can’t seem to a
dominant trope of the 1930s horror film. Indeed, part of

the film version Murders in the Rue Morgue that had alre

Universal Studios brought Karloff and Lugosi together a
Raven. Containing more direct references to the author
a Poe-obsessed mad surgeon with a torture chamber in
any Poe tale. Short snatches of the titular poem are quot
sense of what it concerns beyond a bit of eerie atmosph
their own stories to tell, often intertwined with the obse
violence of war above all) but saw in Poe a way to give th
house” fiction.

The renaissance of Poe’s popularity found expression in
American International Pictures, better known simply a
films based loosely, some very loosely, on Poe between
turn a profit on B-movie efforts made for under a hundr
Corman found Poe something of a hard sell. He told AIP
(cheap by mainstream Hollywood standards, even then
color, maybe even Cinemascope.” He wanted to start w

Corman at first struggled in his argument with AIP, the h
would appeal to the young audiences that they saw, per
They agreed with Corman that every high school English
want to see a movie about “required reading in school.”
them that “kids loved Poe” and to allow him to press ah
AIP’s budget comptrollers, there seemed to be no centra
devouring cities. “The house is the monster,” Corman to
agreed to fund the project. The film grossed a million do
its cost.42

Corman’s Usher became the first American film in the m
storyline, though with much expansion of dialogue. Vinc
broken Roderick Usher, and the house breathes and gro
himself. According to Corman, however, Freud may hav
tropes, and photography than Poe. During the shooting
Freudian psychoanalysis before production and claimed
provide any specifics. He describes how his interest in F
dream that had bubbled out of the subconscious, a Freu
lock and key since early childhood walked free.

Released in the summer of 1960, The Fall of the House o
budget of the film. Clearly connecting the name of Poe t

Corman set to work on an entire Poe cycle of films. Seein
them in quick succession, using Poe’s name and the title
further from the actual contents of the story. The velocit
evident in his version of “The Black Cat” (part of the 196
Vincent Price play the story as slapstick humor at a wine
Amontillado” as much as the title story.43 Eventually, th
encouraged Corman simply to begin using recognizable
Raven represents the most extreme example of this sort
perhaps his most famous work, into a tale of sorcery, ad
manner of House of Usher.

AIP’s Masque of the Red Death ensured that Poe became
Corman’s version, Vincent Price as Prince Prospero lead
certain aspects sublimated in Universal Studios’ The Bla
original tale but helped to fashion the concept of the Poe
fascination with Satanism as a theme in the macabre. Ro
coming in 1973, followed by a demonic host of poor imi

The strangest use of Poe by AIP helped both to further c
further complicate the question of his influence over H.
him to create a Lovecraft film cycle to complement the P
they felt, rightly at that time, that Poe’s name recognitio
drawing on Lovecraft-inspired material. The result beca
the title referencing the Poe poem of the same name. In
Edgar Allan Poe’s Haunted Palace and used a few lines o
movie Corman produced reimagines Lovecraft’s novell
elements from other Lovecraft tales such as The Shadow
takes place in Lovecraft’s fictional town of Arkham and m
tome The Necronomicon and to Cthulhu, his most well-k
included, AIP used the title to include it in their popular c
the effect of further conflating the work of Lovecraft and
horror writer and certainly made Poe’s legacy importan
the longer tradition of making unwarranted Lovecraft-P
title of an early Lovecraft tale, “The Tomb,” for what wa
all elements of Poe’s story except the name Ligeia.45

The “masters of horror” need Poe as their own guiding g
have read Poe and enjoyed the overall flavor of his work
owes almost nothing to Poe’s fiction. Almost all of those
influence. Even very recent efforts to directly adapt his t

Poe’s relationship to the horror tradition as much as Poe
Raul Garcia produced an anthology film entitled Extraor
the House of Usher,” “The Facts in the Case of M. Valde
Pendulum,” and “The Masque of the Red Death.” Garcia
exception of “Masque,” each made use of Poe’s own wo
otherwise direct adaptation of Poe. Hammer films icon
the script for “Usher” while Garcia used a recording mad
sequence. Guillermo Del Toro reads passages from “Th
Prince Prospero for the final segment, the ever popular

This embarrassment of riches when it comes to horror i
Extraordinary Tales’ use of animation also reveals horro
Even when making use of the author’s own prose, the fi
the psychological, a tendency especially apparent in the
the former, the “resurrected” Madeline neither falls acro
Corman’s 1960 adaptation. Instead, she turns into a ven
over him, effectively confusing if not eliminating the not

Extraordinary Tales exemplifies how Poe offers a way to
made his legacy into a kind of metanarrative that can be
macabre turn. The 2012 film The Raven starred John Cus
detective solve the crimes of a serial killer using Poe tale
Following (2013–2015) featured Kevin Bacon as a troubl
death cult. Notably, the villain’s teaching is supposed to
never explained in what way beyond his tendency to qu
have been told without Poe at all but sought to raise the
horror icon.

Scott Peeples has referred to the inveterate public intere
effect,” which bears little relationship to either Poe’s wo
on Peeples’ description of a Poe industry, I wonder if the
processes that have commodified Poe and ensured a fu
underscores how both scholarship and pop culture have
Poe-themed items are for sale at major bookstore chain
book bags, and tattooed backs and biceps and thighs, in
raven. The more lurid aspects of his writings have been
desperate to interest students in a deeply challenging ni

Horror in its modern form has developed along very dif
skittering just outside our line of sight, our consciousnes
than to Poe. The majority of horror films, stretching from

post-Romero era and forward into the last decade’s obs
directors reflecting and refracting the catastrophic real-w
Poe that displays any depth or engagement.46

A claim to Poe’s legacy will continue to play an importan
directors will likely long revel in this particular anxiety o
acquired all the inherent appeal of commodity fetishism
Poe has become the definition of cultural capital. Under
work certainly calls forth the proscriptive, or perhaps ju
no argument that there should be more readers of Poe,
Gothic Poe t-shirts.

Nevertheless, the auteurs of horror often remain reader
role in their work except for, perhaps, the way in which r
whatever aesthetic and thematic ideas guide the actual w
of Poe’s “charnel house atmosphere” has become a sub
producer, and fan, of horror. It has become a substantia
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